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Learn SQL Server Administration in a Month of Lunches: Covers Microsoft SQL Server 2005-2014Manning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Learn SQL Server Administration in a Month of Lunches is the perfect way to get started with SQL Server operations, including maintenance, backup and recovery, high availability, and performance monitoring. In about an hour a day over a month, you'll learn exactly what you can do, and what you...
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Learning Geospatial Analysis with Python - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	An effective guide to geographic information systems and remote sensing analysis using Python 3


	About This Book

	
		Construct applications for GIS development by exploiting Python
	
		This focuses on built-in Python modules and libraries compatible with the Python Packaging Index distribution...
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Living With the Internet and Online Dangers (Teen's Guides)Facts on File, 2010

	Living with the Internet and Online Dangers highlights the risks and problems that come with modern Web technology, as well as what teens can do to protect themselves. Chapters explore online job hunting, email scams and Internet fraud, finding that special someone online, and wireless security. Written in straightforward language, this new...
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Introduction to Financial Forecasting in Investment AnalysisSpringer, 2013

	Forecasting—the art and science of predicting future outcomes—has become a crucial skill in business and economic analysis. This volume introduces the reader to the tools, methods, and techniques of forecasting, specifically as they apply to financial and investing decisions. With an emphasis on "earnings per share"...
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Basic English UsageOxford University Press, 1986
Not only for beginners, but also for intermediate level students. Please take into account that this book is "a shortened and simplified version" of Practical English Usage. If you want a book to carry for studying in the bus, BSE is good, but for having it in your desk, PSE is better.

An alphabetical guide to the most common...
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The Burrows-Wheeler Transform: Data Compression, Suffix Arrays, and Pattern MatchingSpringer, 2008
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform is a text transformation scheme that has found applications in different aspects of the data explosion problem, from data compression to index structures and search. The BWT belongs to a new class of compression algorithms, distinguished by its ability to perform compression by sorted contexts. More recently, the BWT...
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Schaum's Outline of MathematicaMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Each chapter in Schaum's Outline of Mathematica focuses on a specific application of Mathematica to provide students with a comprehensive, step-by-step approach to understanding the #1 selling programming language. Numerous solved problems and examples demonstrate and reinforce ideas discussed in each chapter. Mathematica commands with...
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Learning MATLABSIAM, 2009
This engaging book is a very compact introduction to the essentials of the MATLAB programming language and is ideal for readers seeking a focused and brief approach to the software. Learning MATLAB contains numerous examples and exercises involving the software s most useful and sophisticated features along with an overview of the most...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Internals (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Dive deep inside the architecture of SQL Server 2012


	Explore the core engine of Microsoft SQL Server 2012—and put that practical knowledge to work. Led by a team of SQL Server experts, you’ll learn the skills you need to exploit key architectural features. Go behind the scenes to understand internal operations...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
Whether you're a system administrator, MCSA/MCSE certification candidate, or a CIO-here's definitive reference on the latest networking technologies and terminology. The superbly illustrated MICROSOFT ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NETWORKING, Second Edition, features thousands of entries-including many new entries and critical updates and revisions to the...
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C# Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2013

	The C# Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the C# programming language. It presents the essential C# syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons or witty stories in this book. What...
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PHP 7 Quick Scripting ReferenceApress, 2016

	This pocket reference guide has been updated with the new PHP 7.0 release. It is a condensed, code-rich scripting and syntax handbook for the PHP scripting language. PHP 7 Quick Scripting Reference presents the essential PHP script in a well-organized format.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples,...
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